Dear:

Thank you for giving the opportunity to me for explain about the artificial intelligence which is the latest scientific and theoretical content. The artificial intelligence is of the best technology in field of socioeconomic. I express the some points about artificial intelligence as following:

1- First of all we shall grant a legal definition about artificial intelligence. Concept of artificial intelligence mentioned In many of books as “science and engineering of intelligent machines specially computers program”

2- Should determine the kinds of knowledge and engineering of smart machines manufacturing may include formulas and etc..., then the holders of that knowledge should be protected under the laws (IP right).

3- The Knowledge and engineering of smart machines manufacturing may be result of research during the many years and times and costs with using mathematical formulas, and the researcher and the results of his/her research against disclosure for example mathematical formula shall be protected under the laws (IP right).

4- The determining the kinds of artificial engineer’s works are necessary and must protected under the special laws.

In completing the above explanation, some points are also important, such as how to register artificial intelligence products as well as inventors of artificial intelligence. In my opinion, the inventor of artificial intelligence with his creativity and knowledge has been able to produce it, and the patent is possible for the inventor, while artificial intelligence also produces works, with or without creativity in artificial intelligence or at least Creativity is not like human beings. I thing a producer of artificial intelligent only can register his work (art) and patent or copy right belong to producer or inventor.
Generally, artificial intelligence is one of the most important and complex inventions of human beings and therefore it must be protected under copyright and patent laws. I think world need to ratification of a new law under the WIPO laws in field of protection of artificial intelligent. And there will be a lot of challenges in the future about abuse of artificial intelligence, and maybe even the ability to prevent cyberattacks by using artificial intelligence.

Best Regard - Alipour
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